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Welcome
When writing the introduction to the last newsletter, little did I imagine that restrictions 
of one sort or another would still be in place six months on, but so it is.  The tourism side 
of the estate has almost got used to a rather stop-start approach to life and I have to say 
everyone has coped magnificently. Focusing on keeping everyone safe, making the most 
of the gardens and providing as much available accommodation as rules allowed was 
challenging, at times equating to a complicated jigsaw puzzle, as different rules affected 
different parts of Britain.  

Nothing stood still, new working methods have been adopted and the rural part of the estate 
has remained as busy as ever. Xero, our new financial system mentioned in the last newsletter, 
came just in time to allow as much home working as possible. It is a great credit to Stuart and 
his team that it was enabled so swiftly.

Now for the winter months, I hope you all keep well and wish you the very best for Christmas 
and the new year. I hope you are able to enjoy it with family and friends, in one way or another.

Sarah Troughton

We welcome three new seasonal ghillies - Georgia Carrington, Ben Cowan and Thomas Yoxall. 
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New Faces

Front cover: wintery Glen Tilt by Sam Ball

Gavin McKay, 
returns to Forest 

Lodge as beat keeper 
where he worked 

some ten years ago

John King, replaces 
Keith as driver, South 

End caretaker and 
lodge maintenance 

Jane Clark, joins the 
lodge housekeeping 

team

The estate is sorry to say goodbye to:
John Andrew - gardener, Alistair Cameron – Forester (see page opposite), 
Mark Thomson - Forester, Brenda Cameron – Lodge Housekeeper, 
George Campbell – Farm Manager, Pauline Campbell – Lodge Housekeeper, 
Louise Fisher – Admin Assistant, Sarah Jo Harrigan – Head Gardener, 
Chloe Henderson – Seasonal Park Receptionist, Lillian Lamond - Housekeeper, 
Susan Learmonth- Accounts Team, Diane Scrimgeour – Accounts Team, 
Hector MacKinnon – Works Tradesman, William Manson – Works Tradesman, 
Harry Steward  - Clunes Ghillie, Jackie Young – Castle Events Manager, 
Keith Todhunter – Lodges and South End, Gavin Wood – Dalnamein Ghillie

Alasdair Cameron
Forestry is integral to the success of the castle and estate.
Someone who has played a huge part of that is forester 
Alasdair Cameron, a member of the forestry squad for 
over 46 years. His career started during his teenage 
years, spending his summers cutting bracken and 
spraying. On leaving school there was only one career 
path he considered.  

At the beginning of Alasdair’s career, J B Henry was 
the head forester, who Alasdair said ‘a better boss and 
teacher he could not have found’. He remembers two 
squads, one older and one younger, of foresters joking 
and competing against each other. Alasdair’s training 
began with tree felling and how to properly use a power 
saw. He also learned to handle the Clydesdale horse, 
which was used on the estate at the time to access more sensitive areas of woodland, with 
the aim of reducing damage caused to the ground. To his surprise, Alasdair soon realised he 
did not have a head for heights. It was difficult for Alasdair to describe what a typical day as 
a forester would entail given the wide variety of tasks, from beating up (weeding) trees or 
replacing dead trees and sowing seeds in the nursery.

Over the years the forestry crew were steadily reduced in number, with many becoming 
contractors who then worked on the estate. Another change was the new planting schemes 
with a larger variety of species and the introduction of spruce tree planting, with some of the 
spruce planted by Alasdair at the beginning of his career now almost ready for harvest. 

Alasdair was instrumental in the pine schemes, (Loch Oshnie / Deuchary / Glen Derby / 
Auchlennie and Bruar Pine Scheme) which were planted in the mid 1990s. The native 
woodland planting schemes were used in areas to promote and increase biodiversity from 
Dunkeld to Clunes. Nowadays more contractors are employed with improved machinery, some 
of whom are returning to the use of heavy horses.

Weather played a large part in his work. Once when a path had to be dug through deep snow 
leading to the Glack, Alasdair and his team became inventive using a Volvo with a bucket on 
the front! Thankfully, he says they now use the snow plough which is more effective and fun 
until it gets stuck in a bog. Forest fires also caused particular problems. He remembers one 
specific fire which threatened the bothy at Tulliemet and the team had to keep the fire at bay 
all through the night.

After these 46 years of working on the estate, Alasdair could not pinpoint a single favourite 
part of the job.  Working on the hill and stopping to catch a glimpse of an osprey soaring 
below or watching red squirrels in the trees were just a few of the highlights. All in all, the 
forests are where he feels he has been privileged to work and enjoy as his outdoor office.  
While the wildlife is fascinating, Alasdair also says the teams in the estate and castle are what 
has made the job fun. He said whenever help was needed the farm, gamekeepers, foresters, 
estate and caste staff were always on hand. Alasdair would like everyone to know how much 
he had appreciated their support throughout his long career. 



Continued... 

At Rotmell they have continued to build their mob grazing program across the entire farm.  
Through regenerative mob grazing, the main 
goals are to increase red meat sustainability 
and carbon sequestration.  This has been 
successfully achieved through increasing herd 
numbers, encouraging greater animal impact 
which is restoring ecosystems and driving 
efficiency.

As an acknowledgement of this focus on 
soil health and all its social benefits the 
team at Rotmell Farm are delighted to have 
been awarded UK Soil Farmers of The 
Year, 2020. Soil Farmer of the year is a 
national based competition.  The competition 
recognises famers and growers who are 
engaged with, and passionate about, 
managing their soils in a way which supports 
productive agriculture, reduces greenhouse 
gas emissions whist building soil health 
through organic matter and carbon.  

 It was with great joy that the castle caretaker George 
Farron was spotted opening the front gates for the 
first time post lockdown on the 15th July,  three and half 
months into the castle’s normal season. It looks like the 
gates were a bit stiff after their prolonged closure, but 
welcoming visitors is what we do and the castle gardens 
were ready, having been looked after by a slimmed down 
team, Jim Hodge throughout lock down, joined by Derek 
and John half way through.

Chloe Thornton, Marketing Assistant 
with her first Red Stag shot on 
Dalnacardoch Estate on the 17th of 
October 2020. ‘Fantastic to be out in the 
rut and hearing all the stags roaring, we 
had two stalks into beasts in the morning which were unsuccessful and then we came into this 
stag on the way off the hill. A long and rewarding day!’

The estate made a donation to the Blair 
Atholl and District Resilience Group to 
recognise their efforts supporting the local 
community, particularly during the Covid 
pandemic.  The group will use the funding 
to develop communication and information 
sharing within the community. 

The new Balvenie Pillar path was officially 
opened on 5th October by Sarah and Deputy 
First Minister John Swinney.  The path, through 
quiet woodland, creates a loop to the pillar which 
marks the spot of the last public hanging on 
Atholl.  
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News in Brief 
Marketing
The Estate has decided to market its wide range of tourism interests 
more coherently with a consistent focus on the Atholl brand. Tasked 
with the challenge is Catriona Sutherland, who joins us in December as 
Head of Marketing. With thirteen years’ experience behind her, she was 
most recently with the Black Isle Brewing Co. leading their strategy and 
launching campaigns such as MTBeer. 

Having moved from Inverness, she and her family now live in Crieff. 
Her love for adventure has taken her around the world, mountain bike 
racing in various locations such as Romania, Iceland and Australia. A 
keen storyteller she has written articles for titles such as Sidetracked and 
Cycle Traveller magazines. 

Some special leavers
Among the leavers listed on page 2 I would like to mention three in particular who have each 
worked on the estate for over 20 years. George Campbell, farm manager at Balachallan steered 
the farm through many changes including in and out of an organic scheme, he was always 
an extremely friendly and capable manager, who knew his stock better than anyone.  Lilian 
Lamond leaves her post as a key member of the castle cleaning team due to illness. Always 
first in line to decorate the castle for Christmas, her knowledge of the ins and outs of the place 
will be missed. Susan Learmonth started work in the accounts team many years ago, she then 

honed further skills spending a short time at the 
House of Bruar, before returning to Atholl as a 
highly respected member of the department.



How has Covid affected some of the business on Atholl?
When asked this question, four companies kindly responded to our enquiry. Birkwood specialist 
joinery at Ballinluig, Wasted degrees in Blair Atholl, Jamie Buckett mechanic and Royce Davidson 
joiner. Some common themes emerged ...

First, after the shut down in the middle of March survival looked pretty uncertain but the 
Government’s furlough scheme gave confidence that by adapting, focusing, trying new 
marketing initiatives and working hard there might be light at the end of it all. The prolongation 
of furlough and a definite date for the arrival of the vaccine are everyone’s top priority. Second, 
everyone became aware that customer loyalty was of paramount importance. Serving and 
growing the  existing customer base was going to be the key to survival. Third, companies 
that relied on tourism were the hardest hit of all sections (including Atholl estates and our 
subcontractors have had much reduced workloads)  BUT the flip side has been that people have 
stayed at home, valued were they live and decided to spend money on home improvements 

and their quality of life ...expensive  holidays and 
random expenditure have been cut back ... the 
spend has remained local. Fourth, the supply 
chain in every field produced new challenges as 
delivery times got extended and inflation and 
price rises appeared all the way through the 
ledgers. Some quotes give a sense of solidarity 
and confidence, as these companies represent 
the engine room of the economy, not forgetting 
our farming and agricultural enterprises, in North 
Perthshire.

Alison from Birkwood “We were surprised (and delighted) that during lockdown the number 
of enquiries went up quite dramatically, something that continues even now.  Perhaps we are in 
the extremely fortunate position to be providing a service for the home, somewhere everyone is 
spending a much greater part of their life.” 

Conall Low from Wasted degrees  “We made changes with more focus on online marketing 
and campaigns. Something that takes time but 
bares fruit and is definitely here to stay.” 

Government support has been taken advantage 
of where possible but appears finite and like 
all other businesses we are trying to see past a 
reliance on support schemes.Jamie Buckett “My 
only change is not taking on many new vehicle 
customers at the moment. I have a loyalty to 
a lot of my trusted customers that have been 
patient and supporting throughout.”

The industrial units on Atholl Estates remain fully 
occupied and busy. We are fortunate to have 

such enterprising tenants committed to their work and wish them all well for the years ahead.   

A Saturday evening at Wasted Degrees

Thoughts from the estate ranger, Julia Duncan
With restrictions limiting where people can socialise there has been a huge increase in people 
visiting the estate to walk, cycle and benefit from being outdoors.  There is growing evidence 
that, along with obvious benefits to physical health, time outdoors is vital for our mental 
health.   

A survey by Natural England found that “88% 
of people find spending time in nature makes 
them feel calm and relaxed” and even a 
brisk 20 minute walk in our lunch breaks can 
help to process thoughts and de-stress us.  
‘Forest Bathing’ -spending time mindfully in 
nature – originated in Japan and is becoming 
increasingly popular here, especially as we 
often struggle to take time out from our 
busy lives.  Programmes such as Branching 
Out – where service users are referred to 
facilitated greenspace activities such as green 
woodworking, practical conservation tasks and outdoor art - result in participants benefiting 
from increased self-esteem, decreased sense of isolation and developing transferable skills.  
The estate has been focusing on mental health and wellbeing and several staff members from 
across the estate will undertake mental health first aid training to enable them to assist visitors 
and colleagues in times of difficulty where immediate support is required. 

Susan Calman makes a visit
On a grey and rainy day  Susan Calman and the crew from Secret Scotland came to film at the 
Castle. RSM Graham Jack, was ready and waiting to put Susan through her paces regardless 
of the weather (and her small stature), when it came to handling a rifle almost as tall as herself. 
Susan marched, saluted and presented arms in a very smart fashion under RSM Jack’s keen 
eye, hardly a foot was put wrong.  By the end she was soaking wet but she still managed to 
fire the canon with a resounding bang. In the castle Susan looked through letters and items 
relating to Queen Victoria’s visit in 1844, she showed a genuine interest in the history of the 

castle and was amazed by the amount 
of preparation that was required for the 
secret royal holiday. Secret Scotland also 
filmed in the castle library, which is not 
normally open to the public.  Keren and 
Susan examined documents from the 8th 
Duchess Katharine’s collection, although 
Susan knew of Kitty (the 8th Duchess) as 
the first female Scottish MP, she was very 
interested to hear about the Duchess, in 
her role as a campaigner for children and 
women’s healthcare. 
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The Birkwood Team
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The lockdown estate photo competition
During lockdown earlier this year Julia Sim decided to run a photo competition for everyone 
who worked on the estate. The categories encouraged the would be photographers to get 
out and enjoy the best of the estate’s scenery, there was also some back filing being searched 
as many of the photographs are in the snow, drama is not in short supply, although people 
are, a reflection of the strictly observed lockdown rules. 

The competition was well supported with over 100 entries, judging was an impossible task 
and in the end largely came down to matching a category with a month in the year – the aim 
being for winning shots to make up a calendar with everyone on the estate receiving one.

Inevitably some wonderful photos didn’t make the final cut, so the newsletter has provided 
the ideal opportunity to show a ‘highly commended’ selection below, with a wintery Glen 
Tilt on the front cover.

MothHareAdder

Acrobats on Highland Ponies Bruar Hydro
Highland Ponies

Herd of Deer



There is nothing like an adaptable room...
This year, of all years, has shown how adaptable the 
castle can be. Challenging Covid rules made entering 
the shop through its relatively narrow passage entrance 
out of the question – the ballroom came to the rescue. 
The team swiftly got together and turned it into an 
elegant shop, while also allowing visitors to get a 
glimpse of one part of the main castle which otherwise 
remained closed until early August. With five doors 
a one-way system was not even a challenge and 

shopping with a Landseer painting as your back drop or Neil Gow, the famous fiddler, looking 
down on you with his fiddle, chair and glass next to him just adds to the experience.

Hallowe’en                                                                                                         
This year, Covid-19 restrictions caused us to rethink our Halloween plans at the castle. A 
spooky trail was set around Hercules Garden, with a coven 
of witches hosting a dinner party in the Apple House. 
A treasure trail quiz was set around the garden, with 
clues for visitors to follow. Giant pumpkin faces watched 
proceedings around the garden and Hercules Walk. 

Segway Ecosse got into the Halloween mood this 
October with after dark Segway tours. Guests were led 
around the Caravan Park and up towards the Castle and 
through Diana’s Grove after reports that an apparition or 
witch had been sighted there. Spooky special effects and actors created a suitable eerie 
atmosphere for the torch led tour. Segway Ecosse are already planning for something even 
bigger and better next year!

Online Shop
The new online castle shop is now open for all of your Blair Castle and Murray Christmas 
shopping needs. The most popular items from our castle gift shop are available online for 
friends of the estate all over the world. We are excited to be offering gift baskets selections 
for the holiday season packed with some of our favourite items. There is also a full range 
of Murray tartan accessories for those who want to show their clan affiliation whether in 
formal wear or wrapping up against the cold. 
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From Home - by Julie M Cumming
From Home is a book by Julie M Cumming, documenting the social history of Atholl through 
interviews with residents from Kindrochet to Killiecrankie, with stories from the late 1920s to the 
present day. 
“For the past year, I have been conducting interviews and 
photographing my surroundings, in an effort to capture 
a sense of life in Atholl over the past one-hundred years, 
through conversational anecdotes and memories. This 
resulted in a project which was not only fascinating for 
me, but also has become of interest to many in the village, 
with a sense of anticipation and excitement growing 
throughout the year. 
Atholl’s beauty is found not only in its landscapes, but also 
in the stories of the people who are fortunate enough to 
call the area home. The book is ideal for readers wanting 
to relive and discover stories of life in Atholl and those who 
want to explore the area more, as well as being a perfect 
coffee table companion for anyone interested in rural 
Scotland and photography.
The book is self-published, with support from Creative Scotland’s Time To Shine initiative, and 
also from Lodge Tullibardine, as part of the Grand Lodge’s Covid Appeal Challenge. Printed and 
bound in Glasgow using FSC approved materials, the hardback book features over twenty-five 
interviews with people from all backgrounds telling stories of Atholl: be they from the perils of 

the local railway in winter, to the beauty of Glen Tilt, to 
the duties of local nurses.”

- Julie Cumming
From Home is available to purchase through 
www.juliecreatedthis.co.uk, with a first edition print 
run of 500 copies. You can find out more at @
fromhomebook on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. 
Julie is the eldest child of head keeper Graeme Cumming.

News for Castle Visitors 
It’s been a long wait for a suitable mobile phone based audio visual app to support the castle 
exhibition so the arrival of Smartify (www.smartify.org) is quite exciting. We like its simplicity for 
the visitor and its flexibility and scope for us which allows for a long journey of development, 
starting this winter.

The Smartify platform enables us to engage with the visitor at all the key stages of their journey 
with us which are typically pre visit, arrival, during the visit, retail and post visit.

Visitors are encouraged to load the free Smartify app on their phones and download our 
content before arriving. That content is then augmented by interactive function during their tour 
of the exhibition and gardens, all of which adds to the visitor experience and understanding of 
the castle, its contents and inhabitants through the ages, bringing a visit to life in a new way. We 
look forward to launching the app in spring 2021.
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An update on estate activities.

Starting with the Finance Department, just as the Covid-19 pandemic took hold the finance team 
were one month in, to using the new finance system, Xero. The team had done an excellent job 
getting the system in place and were soon thrown in to the opportunity of using it to work remotely, 
something that wouldn’t have been possible just 8 weeks prior. During the throes of lockdown the 
team worked in a rotation of furlough and remotely to ensure critical functions continued, whilst 
keeping up with continual government updates, customer refund policies flowing off the back of 
these and government grant applications. They successfully completed several months of furlough 
claims as well as accepted claims for various essential government grants.

During lockdown Zahara was introduced to help remotely manage the ordering and invoicing across 
the estate. A steep learning curve for both finance and those having to order goods, the efforts of 
which are much appreciated. Some tweaks will be made to the system shortly to help take on board 
feedback.

Various personnel changes took place over the past 6 months, with Susan Learmonth and Diane 
Scrimgeour leaving the team. Ella Nye returned from maternity, whilst Sam Blewitt who was 
covering her role is staying with us on a 2 day a week basis at the main office to work alongside 
new start Alan Forsyth on supplier invoices and control of all of the bank accounts.

Colin Scrimgeour was promoted to Finance Manager, recognising his efforts and achievements 
of the past few years. Colin will oversee the day to day functions in finance and focus more in 
the future on how we collate, reconcile and share information with the estate around financial 
performance and what is driving it.

Finally some good news on fibre data. A decade ago there was a big debate in rural Scotland about 
the rate of delivery of broadband internet. Communities breathed a sigh of relief when the ‘green 
box’ was installed, heralding the imminent availability of data speeds that fed home and business 
internet services that had become common place in towns and cities. Fast forward ten years and 
rural Scotland once again feels left behind as ‘cable internet’ service is ubiquitous in urban areas but 
rare outside the green belt. 
Dependency on the internet has grown exponentially on the estate so our frustration at the slow 
pace of upgrade has led to a decision that we will have to establish a private fibre connection to our 
main business centres being the park, castle and estate office. The telecoms sector is notoriously 
complex and bureaucratic so this has not been a fast or straight forward process however it now 
appears we have all the bases covered and a start date for installation could be as early as this 
December.

The system will enable us to be self-sufficient for all data requirements, even very high demand 
such as the horse trials or TV live streaming at the castle, so it should be some time before the data 
tantrums hit again. Our next challenge will be to take modern data provision to places like Glen Tilt 
although our experience on the castle project has illustrated the complexities, so please no one hold 
their breath. 

Despite Covid-19, forestry works and 
specifically woodland creation have 
continued on the estate. Struan Point 
woodland creation, a mixture of commercial 
and native woodland started at the end of 
September with the erection of a boundary 
deer fence. Mounding started in October, 
with a view to trees being planted in Spring 
2021.

After protracted discussions with SSE and 
Historic Scotland, felling has started in the 
Black Isle. A mixture of Sitka spruce / Norway 
spruce and Scots Pine, leaving the old granny 
pines and some archology dating back to the 
Canadian Timber Corps time on site in the 
second world war. The site will be restocked 
with NS and mixed broadleaves.

Balachallan Farm - September saw George Campbell leave for a new job the other side of Perth. 
Balachallan is at an exciting new junction, aiming at a more regenerative agricultural system to be 
implemented, reducing the requirement for bought in fertiliser / medicines and focusing more on 
soil health and productivity. The store cattle that had come from Blair for the summer were sold at 
profit, and Robert is continuing to run the sheep flock, whilst options are explored on the detail of the 
mixture of enterprises.

The deer and the stag season were like none in recent memory, there were weeks when guests 
cancelled due to Covid, and whilst some beats were able to cull their usual numbers, others had time 
in the main rut with no guests. Overall the beats finished with 235 stags from the main hill areas, 
against a target of just under 300. This coupled with the low venison price (a drop of 57% on last 
years prices) have meant a significant drop of income to all beats. It is hoped that once restrictions 
ease then further days at hinds with guests in January / February will bring in some additional income.

The caravan park had an abrupt opening this summer, with the Government lifting lockdown 
restrictions on that sector two weeks earlier than expected but the team rallied and some very happy 
guests and residents descended with pent up anticipation borne of three months in isolation.
The season proved to be very busy for the park with most of the summer fully booked and a much 
busier autumn than normal. Maintaining a Covid secure environment for our staff and guests did 
slightly limit capacity, the most significant aspect being the closure to tents, but other parts, like our 
caravan holiday homes, have experienced occupancies not enjoyed for many years.Hosting and 
servicing a holiday park during a global pandemic was a challenging experience for the park staff, but 
they rose to the occasion magnificently. 
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Inevitably, due to the very divergent attitudes in society 
about how to change behaviour to reduce virus 
infections,  the team had to use imagination and tact. 
Certainly, 2020 was a season when the park learned 
a lot of positive things that can be taken forward and 
everyone is now enjoying an exceptionally well earned 
rest. 

There are two active industrial site projects on 
the estate; one at Cally Industrial Estate in Dunkeld and the other at Logierait adjacent to the new 
barytes haul road. At Cally we are mid way through building phase 2 which will provide three units 
totalling 4000sqft. The structure will be completed to wind and watertight by the end of November 
and then paused for the winter, with internal fit out programmed for the spring with entry at 1st 
May 2021. Two units are pre-let and the third of 650sqft remains available. 
At Logierait we have established planning consent in principle for a development of 14,500sqft, split 
into two phases. Phase 1 will be taken forward pre-let in collaboration with tenants Work to engage 
with the market via road signs and networking is due to start imminently.

Holiday accommodation remains a very important and popular 
part of the estate’s tourism portfolio. This winter sees Forest Lodge 
undergo a major improvement programme with the water system 
renewed and en-suite bathrooms added to most bedrooms. The 
décor will be moved forward, but the aim is to keep the character of 
the lodge intact.  

Another property, Clachan Steading will be upgraded to a two bedroom cottage available for short 
lets, we hope it will be available for holiday lets by early Summer 2021. Our smaller capacity holiday 
cottages are proving popular and we hope that some 
young families may be tempted to take it along with 
Clachan Farmhouse, thus potentially having 3 
self-ontained cottages sleeping up to 12 people in one 
vicinity. Harry Taylor are the architects, this is the same 
design team that will be doing up Forest Lodge over 
the winter. 

Fred Mackenzie has been making a number of videos on the estate showcasing the historic 
lodges, these are available on the Atholl Estates 
YouTube Channel. He has also made some videos 
starring Sandy Reid talking about the various 
fishing beats on the river Tilt and the river Garry. 
The estate has some lovely old notes written 
by Willie the old ghillie and coupled with the 
recordings of Sandy we are sure to learn from 
these old masters of the river.

Some residential cottages on the estate are undergoing works with a firm called Pride and Joy 
to install internal wall insulation when they become vacant, before re-letting. About half a dozen 
properties have been completed over the summer and we’re starting to develop an effective working 
relationship with them, with the two key objectives being quality of work and tight programme. 
Apart from making the properties cheaper to heat and less pollutive, the work is the cornerstone to 
achieving compliance under the Government’s EPC (Energy Performance Certificate) legislation. 

Watermill development - despite delays caused by the Covid19 lockdown, Osprey Construction 
are on target to handover the eight-dwelling development by the end of January 2021 to the 
tenants, who have all been identified. The houses have been named after Scottish lighthouses, which 
should avoid any risk of duplication within the village and is perhaps a nod to the late 10th Duke’s 
chairmanship of the RNLI for so many years.

 Alex Duncan, 
Atholl Highlander, passed away on Saturday 12th September 2020 
after a sudden and short illness, at 26 years of age. Alex, the only son 
of Pipe Major Ian Duncan, joined the 
Atholl Highlanders as a piper in 2013 and 
became an integral member of the Pipe 
Band both formally and socially. Alex was 
on parade at every Atholl Highlander’s 
Parade and Atholl Gathering until this year. 
He was athletic as well as musical, being 
one of the Pipe Band relay team each year 

as well as running in the Atholl Highlander’s kilted race at the Atholl 
Gathering. He won the kilted race and in 2018 Alex was presented 
with the “Best Dressed Highlander” on parade. Alex was also one of 
the duty pipers at Blair Castle for three summers. Alex’s funeral service 
was held in the beautiful grounds of Blair Castle on 29th September 
2020, a place close to his heart. Alex is sorely missed.
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Contact Details
Atholl Estates Office, Blair Atholl,
Pitlochry, Perthshire PH18 5TH
Tel: 01796 481355 
Email: enquiries@atholl-estates.co.uk 
Blair Castle: 01796 481207 
Blair Castle Caravan Park: 01796 481263 
Lodges: 01796 481355 
Ranger Service: 01796 481355 
Blair Castle Horse Trials: 01796 481543

Websites
www.atholl-estates.co.uk 
www.blairhorsetrials.co.uk 
www.blair-castle.co.uk 
www.blaircastlecaravanpark.co.uk

Download the latest issue
of the newsletter from: 
www.atholl-estates.co.uk

Register for our monthly  
e-newsletter with the latest events, 
special offers and news at 
www.atholl-estates.co.uk

Events 2021   

The Estate team was of course disappointed 
to have to cancel all of our major events in 
2020. 

However, planning is already underway for 
the Highland Games weekend and the Horse 
Trials in 2021, although adapting plans to 
accommodate any Covid-19 restrictions that 
may be in place.  

The dates for the Gathering are Saturday 
29th and Sunday 30th May, while the Horse 
Trials are scheduled for 26th to 29th August. 

Other events please see our website 
www.blair-castle.co.uk

 

Deaths
Mrs Babs Shanto, Caravan Park June 18th 2020

Mrs Aileen Taylor/Butter East Countlich June 24th 
2020

Elma MacKenzie, Castle Guide September 23rd 
2020

Brian Nodes, Castle Manager 19th October 2020

Alex Duncan, Atholl Highlander September 2020

Births
To Deborah Smeaton and Colin Scrimgeour a 
boy, Oliver James weighing 9.1lb, born on the 
13th of November.
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We hope you enjoy receiving the estate’s 
newsletter but if you would like to be 
removed from our mailing list please 
call 01796 481355 or 
email ella@atholl-estates.co.uk


